
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS PERIOD AFTER SIGNATURE

Your signature is unique. It is also your public face. It represents you on important documents, on messages to friends: it
is your mark of promise, your bond.

It commits you to, say, repay a debt, that what you state on your tax form is correct, that you support the views
expressed in a letter â€” it is used to help enforce the law. As a result, they avoid speaking their mind. This
added point is a kind of protection of the signature itself. The crucifix like Y suggests an interest in religion. In
certain signatures of married women if compared to the signature of a single woman we can notice the feeling
of satisfaction or discontent and of identification or oppression in relation to marriage. Redmond Mary A.
They also underestimate himself and believe that a very few people value them or their opinions. Underlined
signature 6. The fact that Mark Zuckerberg has this kind of signature is pretty ironic considering sharing is
what Facebook's all about. When the last name is written in the name, we infer that some aspect of the family
life interferes, nullifying the personal growth of the individual expressed through the name. Signature Analysis
Personality. Large, Swooping Letters. A highly embellished signature which only comprises the christian
name. Your signature is accepted in today's world as your personal representation. Underlining Write Choice
Write Choice Underlining a signature suggests a sense of self-importance, while leaving the underline out
apparently means you let your achievements speak for themselves. According to signature analysis, someone
with a trace-back signature is often stuck in the past. They are typical of people with diplomatic skills that find
the exit to any situation. Signature with a great difference between the highest point of the first letter and the
rest of the letters 3. Graphopathology Graphology Signature between parallel lines: Signature Analysis
Personality Signatures with an unnecessary dots: When there is an unnecessary dot, it is interpreted as a
reflexive individual, with a verifying prudence, desire of executing in a perfectionist way, distrust on the
future. Load Comments 9. Hence, you must ensure that the size of the lower loop remains normal. If the
illegible signature closes a business letter, it shows that the writer does not consider their name to be of great
importance to the matter in hand: they are a mere functionary. Your signature is a snapshot of that personality.
Load Comments 8. Locks into his own ideas. On signature analysis, Irene Marcuse writes in Applied
Graphology: How To Analyze Handwriting : The signature to a certain extent is a mere facade, especially in
handwriting of people who appear in public. Signatures with corrections: Corrections are rectifications of the
own signature that express insecurity when writing the own name. Overlapping signatures evidence invasion
feelings that will be interpreted according to the sector of the signature that overlaps the other. Signature
analysis says if you have a signature with horizontal or vertical strike-through strokes like the scratched
signature of one Mr Chaturvedi , get rid of it. The same applies in the signature. It means the individual
expresses himself the way he is, his intentions are clear and is convinced of his way of thinking and acting.
They are: Size of the signature Size of the first letter of the signature Slant of the signature Use of first name,
last name, or initials Underlining of the signature Use of any backward loops in the signature 1. Small
signature: the writer expects little esteem from other people.


